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AGENDA OF PERSONNEL

As of 30.09.2020, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Yavuz ÇİLLİLER has been appointed as the Head of Department 

of Political Science and International Relations at the Faculty of Economics, Administrative and 

Social Sciences, (Turkish-English).

Lect. Yılmaz ERKMEN has been appointed as the Head of Social Services Program at Istanbul Gelisim 

Vocational School as of 01.10.2020.

You can visit www.gelisim.edu.tr to see the detailed news.

Sociologist and International Relations Expert Bahlul Aliyev (PhD), who 
made evaluations about the conflicts that took place after Armenia’s 
attack on Azerbaijan, stated that Armenia has repeatedly shown that it is 
not in favor of peace and said: “The Azerbaijani Armed Forces are not like 
the times when the Soviet Union was dissolved. With friendly and allied 
countries behind it, it has advanced weapons, well-equipped and trained 
soldiers and international experience.”

Sociologist and International Relations Specialist Bahlul Aliyev from Istanbul 
Gelişim University (IGU), who made a statement on the subject, emphasized 
the Armenian side’s preparations for a new escalation after the heavy defeat in 

the Tovuz region in July and said: “This attack was actually an expected attack. The prime minister of Armenia, Nikol Pashinyan, 
who received a lot of criticism in domestic politics after the July rout, was preparing for a large-scale war both to protect his own 
prestige and to stabilize the political path he could not keep in balance. In order to keep the public busy, the participation of the 
wife of the prime minister, Anna Akopyan, in the military training held in Karabakh, which was under occupation two weeks ago, 
sending notes to the members of the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO), issues such as the purchase of 40 tons of 
weapons from Russia via Iran, heralded that Armenia would enter into an armed conflict to destabilize the Azerbaijani lands. In 
addition, when the countries of the world were dealing with the problems of the explosion in Beirut, the Armenian side to settle 
its Armenian-origin cognates from Lebanon to the occupied territories of Azerbaijan and dispatch PKK terrorists from Iraq and 
Syria to the region. President of Azerbaijan Ilham Aliyev expressed this issue at the 75th Meeting of the UN General Assembly on 
September 24, and drew the attention of the world public opinion to the issue.”

Armenia has repeatedly shown that it is not for peace
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Participated in the special selection with the documentary “Aman Delivery”

The “bests” of the documentary has been announced in Safranbolu. In the 
Documentary Film Competition held within the scope of the International 
Golden Saffron Documentary Film Festival, the “Best Documentary Film 
Award” found its owners.

Having the distinction of being Turkey’s first and the only documentary film 
festival Safranbolu International Golden Saffron Documentary Film Festival, 
awared the best documentaries. In the special selection of the festival, whose 
main theme was determined as “Cultural Heritage and Conservation” this 
year, the documentary “Aman Delivery” written and directed by Dr. Emrah 
Tüncer took part.

The documentary “Aman Delivery”, scripted and directed by Asst. Prof. Dr. Emrah Tüncer, a faculty member of Istanbul 
Gelisim University School of Health Sciences Social Service Department, was screened in a special selection at the Safranbolu 
International Golden Saffron Documentary Film Festival.
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Japanese Political Scientist Dr. Keisuke Wakizaka speaking about the 
conflicts after Armenia’s attack on Azerbaijan said: “France, in particular, is 
making great efforts to seize energy resources in the Eastern Mediterranean. 
France supporting Greece to negotiate with Turkey, at the same time 
together with UAE led Armenia to attack Azerbaijan in order to attract 
Turkey’s attention to the Caucasus.”

Stating that the Armenia-Azerbaijan conflict will be against Russia, Faculty 
member of Istanbul Gelisim University Department of Political Science and 
International Relations Asst. Prof. Dr. Keisuke Wakizaka said: “If the conflict 
continues, this time the possibility of spreading to Russian territory is also 

being discussed. Now, no matter how powerful and influential politician of the Russian President Vladimir Putin is seen in 
the world, the reputation for Putin has decreased significantly compared to the period in Russia. If the conflict in the South 
Caucasus spreads over the North Caucasus to Russia or the regions it dominates, then Russia will face a major crisis. Behind the 
Armenia-Azerbaijan conflict there are drives of France and UAE against  Turkey and it can be said that the role of France and 
UAE is much more severe than Russia.”

Japanese Political Scientist Dr. Wakizaka: France and UAE are behind the conflict
2020SEPTEMBER 29
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Why family participance in distant education is so important?

Indicating that family participance in distant education is very imortant 
Asst. Prof. Dr. Derya Kavgaoğlu said: “Supporting the parent is the best way 
of supporting the child.”

Asst. Prof Dr.Derya Kavgaoğlu made statements about the importance 
of family participation in distance education. Drawing attention to the 
importance of collective effect in preventing learning losses, Asst. Prof Dr. 
Derya Kavgaoğlu from Istanbul Gelisim University said, “Especially the 
organization of financial resources and the lack of physical infrastructure 
require political and socio-economic intervention. The ethical and social 
responsibility that policy makers, universities, especially education faculties, 
project coordinators and capital owners will feel, their cooperation for social 

benefit will add value and strength to the development processes.”
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Speaking about the additional placement results, which is a second chance 
for candidates who cannot enroll at the university, while YKS additional 
placement results are announced, Istanbul Gelişim University’s Guidance 
Specialist Elif Aluç Gülşen said: “Placed students do not need to lose more 
years. Universities now offer many opportunities such as minor and double 
major to students who are placed in the department they do not want.”

“DIRECTED TO THE QUOTES THAT ARE IN DEMAND”

Reminding that there have been restrictions in the quotas of the programs 
that have not been filled in the last few years, Gülşen said, “Thus, the candidates 

turned to the quotas that are demanded and interested. Vacant quotas decreased, occupancy rates increased.”

Universities offer many opportunities to students
2020OCTOBER 2
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Pashinyan desires to restore his shaken prestige

Speaking about the clashes that took place after Armenia’s attack on 
Azerbaijan, Political Scientist Asst. Prof. Dr. Emre Gündoğdu said: “Armenian 
Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan desires to restore his prestige shaken by 
the conflicts that took place in July and to mask the shock caused by the 
coronavirus epidemic in the economy.”

Emphasizing that the occupying position of Armenia in the territories 
of Azerbaijan reinforces the instability of the Caucasus region,  faculty 
member of Istanbul Gelisim University Department of Political Science and 
International Relations Asst. Prof. Dr. Emre Gundogdu said: “In this crisis, 
Armenia’s claim that Turkish F-16 downed Amenian Su-25 is possible to read 
as a manifestation of Armenia’s desire to get support of  Russia, where it 

hosts its military base on the one hand, and France, where the Armenian lobby is very strong, on the other.
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PROTECTION 
AGAINST 

VIRUS IS IN 
OUR HANDS

THE MOUTH AND NOSE 
SHOULD BE CLOSED WITH 

PAPER TOWEL DURING 
COUGHING AND SNEEZE. IF 

YOU DO NOT HAVE ANY 
WIPE, THE INSIDE OF THE 
ELBOW SHOULD BE USED.

DO NOT TOUCH THE 
MOUTH, NOSE AND EYES 

WITH DIRTY HANDS.

CLOSE CONTACT SHOULD 
AVOID LIKE HANDSHAKE 

AND HUGGING.

HANDS MUST BE WASHED 
WITH WATER AND NORMAL 

SOAP FOR AT LEAST 20 
SECONDS.

IT SHOULD BE STAYED 
AWAY FROM CROWDED 

ENVIRONMENTS.

ALCOHOL CONTENT HAND 
ANTISEPTICS SHOULD BE 

USED IN CASE OF THERE IS 
NO WATER AND SOAP.

EL
ANTİSEPTİĞİ

3-4
STEPS

Please Read QR Code.
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